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ABSTRACT
With the advent of the United Nations at the end of World War II, art education in
the elementary classroom began an evolution from assimilation-based education
reflecting the American "melting pof culture to a more multicultural-based
approach recognizing diverse cultures. By the 1970s, racially-motivated reforms
and newly-found ethnic voices illustrated the need to introduce students to the
diversity not only of the world around them but also the nation in which they
lived. The term multicultural was introduced during this period, along with idea of
adapting or totally revising the elementary art curriculum. Today, a large number
of multicultural publications and resources are available for elementary
classroom use. The purpose of the study was to examine existing multicultural
elementary art cum'cula and resources to evaluate their adequacy and availability
to the classroom art teacher, according to criteria, methods, and materials
recommended by scholars in art education. The examination included price
range and adaptability of material, audiovisual resources, art production, art
criticism, art history, aesthetics, sequential organization, developmental
appropriateness, cultural integrity, and multicultural content level. Upon
completion of this study, two of the five curriculum publishers proved to
consistently produce multicultural art education curriculum at a high quality level.
Crizmac and Crystal Publications offer a number of curriculum settings that
comply with current NAEA standards as well as the criteria set forth in this paper.
Supplementary resources and the future of multicultural art education in respect
to curriculum and classroom implementation are also discussed.
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Chapter I
The Ideology of Multicultural Education
and Its Application in Art Education
The Ideology of Multicultural Education
Background and Significance
The quest for effective multicultural education has been an ongoing concern
for many educators in the United States. Since the creation of the public school
in the 1S"* century, the issues involving racial and ethnic diversity in the
classroom have been pondered by many educators (Desai, 1996).
The multicultural education movement remained relatively assimilationbased until the late 1960s (Berk, 1989). This decade saw a major revision in the
basic theories and priorities in the educational system as a whole. The onset of
racially-motivated reform and a newly-found ethnic voice illustrated the
importance of multiculturalism within the schools. The Idea of introducing our
children to the diversity of the nation as well as the world around them became a
necessity. The multicultural education movement in United States school
systems, influenced by the liberal educational views and ethnic revitalization
movement, became an important educational topic during the 1960s and 1970s
and is still actively discussed In today's curriculum and classroom practices
(Zimmerman, 1990). The term multicultural was officially introduced during this
time period. In response, the idea of adapting or totally revising the curriculum
was introduced. Desai (1996) traces the first official mention of multicultural
education in the United States to 1973. A statement published by the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education introduced the "No One Model
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American" concept. This idea was based on the premise of the value of cultural
pluralism and the need to recognize and preserve multiculturalism in the
classroom.

The Multicultural Education approach emerged during the early 1970s,
continuing to develop as some educators have grown disenchanted with
eariier approaches and as others have begun conceptualizing more
complete and complex plans for refomning education. This approach links
race, language, culture, gender, disability, and, to a lesser extent, social
class, working toward making the entire school celebrate human diversity
and equal opportunity. (Sleeter & Grant, 1988, p. 34)

The multicultural educational movement has maintained Its place In the
educational hierarchy, particularly in response to the educational refomi
movement of the Nation at Risk documents (Katz, 1989). Rapidly-growing ethnic
populations in the U.S. during the 1980s and 1990s have caused public school
educators to reevaluate and amend school policies, programs, and curricula to
respond more effectively to students' needs (Berk, 1989b: Dilger, 1994).
Definitions and Ideas
The idea of multiculturalism has remained a indistinct concept, and there
seem to be many confusing and conflicting ideas in the field. In order to begin
sorting out the vast amount of pedagogical theory, all vocabulary terms will be
clearly defined as they apply to educational cunicula and Instruction in this
thesis. Major categories defined include not only multicultural education but also
multicultural, multiethnic, and pluralism.
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Multicultural. Multicultural is a broad term used to encompass racial and
ethnic groups, gender, religion, and sexual orientation. Theorists in the field have
developed more specific classification systems that narrow or define the subsets
of the different minority groups. The model introduced by Baker (1979) and
expanded upon by Dilger (1979) which addresses the variety sub-populations
within every multicultural or multiethnic group is a conceptual foundation for this
thesis.
[Baker's] multicultural model consists of an inner core called "multiethnic"
(Blacks, Whites, Asians, Native Americans, and others), surrounded by a
circle called "multicultural" (age groups, religious/spiritual groups,
differently enabled, class groups, men/women, sexual orientation
groups)... (Dilger, 1979, p. 50; see also Baker, 1979)

Multicultural education. Stuhr's (1994) defined multicultural education is
adhered to in this thesis. It is;

...a concept, a process, and an educational reform movement. However,
there are many versions and understandings of what multicultural education
becomes in practice, dependent upon decisions concerning cum'culum
design, teaching methods, content, goals, and objectives, (p. 171)

Multiethnic. While it is important to differentiate between minority groups to
avoid generalizing needs and concerns, most scholars in the field use the term
multicultural or multiethnic to respectfully refer to the vast cultural traditions and
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complexities of specific populations (Smith, 1983; Collins & Sandell, 1992;
Tomhave, 1992; Stuhr, 1994; Anderson, 1995). However, it should be noted that
many advocates for appropriate gender recognition in the multicultural tradition
prefer to use the term multiethnic because it more closely defines their
population (Hicks, 1990; Freedman, 1994). They point out that an ethnic group Is
a population with some shared commonality which distinguishes the group, such
as a unique culture, heritage, traditions, belief systems, and behaviors. For the
purpose of this paper, the term multicultural education will be used to refer to
cumcula and teaching methods that seek to prepare individuals to function in a
culturally pluralistic society or the education of people in a multicultural society.

Pluralism. Webster's Dictionary (1988) defines pluralism as a state of society
in which members of diverse ethnic, racial, religious, or social groups maintain
an autonomous participation in and development of their traditional cultures or
special interests within the confines of a common civilization. This is the
definition adhered to In this thesis.

The variety of viewpoints and definitions simply within the common terms of
multiculturalism (multicultural, multicultural education, multiethnic, and pluralism),
offer a brief insight into the complexity and diversity within multicultural
education.

Common responses to cultural oppression. Collins and Sandell (1992)
suggested that most multiculturalists in art education are advocates for cultural
pluralism, but the influence of the dominant culture can invoke particular
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responses or defense mechanisms which teachers should recognize. The
authors warned that such influences found within cultural pluralism can protract
the very attitudes and values multiculturaiists are trying to eliminate. These
responses, found alone or in various combinations, are to attack the dominant
culture, to escape it, to repair (or control) the damage it inflicts, or to transform it
into a common culture" (Collins & Sandell, 1992, p. 6). Some of the negative
byproducts from these schools of thought can be oversimplification of the art of
other cultures, which may overlook the political and conceptual meanings;
nostalgia for the exotic, which trivializes and capitalizes on other cultures; a
limited exposure to a person's own marginalized culture, which can build up a
lifetime of neglected self-esteem; and the idea that a common culture can be
created by selecting and discriminating the values and beliefs of different cultural
inheritances. Many educators have noticed these phenomena and wamed those
implementing multicultural curriculum in the classroom to be aware of these
types of responses by teachers and students alike (Collins & Sandell, 1992;
Garber, 1995).

Schools of Cultural Pluralism
Cultural pluralism has no exact definition; however, many scholars
(Hamblen, 1990; Stuhr, Petrovich-Mwanki, & Wasson, 1992; Chalmers, 1996)
agree to the following criteria: (a) it includes the maintenance of diversity, (b) it
commands respect for differences, and (c) it protects the right to participate
actively in all aspects of society without having to give up its unique identity. Four
main schools of multicultural education have historically evolved, but they are not
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sequentially exclusive. Weinken (1984), Sleeter & Grant (1988) and Berk (1989)
defined four schools of cultural pluralism as (a) classical assimilation, (b)
amalgamation, (c) classic cultural pluralism, and (d) modified cultural pluralism.
Classical Assimilation. Assimilation occurs when minority cultural groups
come into contact with a majority cultural group. Over time, the values and
lifestyles of the minority group are replaced by those from the majority group.
Cultural assimilation is not a rule of American life. Otherwise known as "business
as usual," the position has assumed that the majority culture not only should
prevail, but will prevail, it may appear in the form of promoting one dialect, one
language, one version of history, one literary tradition, and/ or one view of
relationships between people and nature.
Amalgamation. Amalgamation consists of a synthesis of different cultural
groups into a distinct new group encapsulating the best from all cultures. The
groups are viewed with a roughly equal status, and these groups should,
according to supporters of amalgamation, desire to mix. Different analogies have
been used to describe this theory, the most recognizable being the idea of
Americans and American culture as one big "melting pot." Combining all of the
different identifies creates a new and "better" culture, which is seen as superior
and in the case of the United States at least, distinctly American.
Classic Cultural Pluralism. The classic version of multicultural pluralism is
based upon the fact that different social groups over time maintain their own
unique identities. Particular cultural identities will be presen/ed over time by the
cultural transmission of values, traditions, and belief by older members of the
same culture. Some scholars have argued that this theory fails to account for the
development of a shared American culture, the cultural changes that groups
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experience overtime, and the varied cultural experiences of different cultural
groups (Weinken, 1984; Berk, 1989).
Modified Cultural Pluralism. In response to the criticism of the classic version
of cultural pluralism, a modified version was defined. This approach advocates
that schools should represent cultural pluralism as it exists in the United States
and should recognize and teach that a shared culture exists along with an
equally important cultural diversity. This theory proposes teaching all U.S.
children the knowledge, values, and behavioral patterns that support cultural
diversity, flexibility, and choice. This theory has been described as the most
realistic and effective approach in multicultural education (Sleeter & Grant, 1988;
Zimmerman, 1990; Zimmerman & Clark, 1992).

Multicultural Viewpoints
Smith (1983; see also Mason, 1988) categorized proponents of
multiculturalism as exegetical multiculturalists, dogmatic multiculturalists,
agnostic multiculturalists, and dialectical multiculturalists. He identified the
aforementioned types to explain the distinctions between the different attitudes
that he discovered within art education. He lists the positive and negative
attributes for the types of multiculturalisits and proposes the dialectical approach
as the most promising for advocates of multicultural education and art.
Exegetical Multiculturalists. Proponents with this viewpoint assimilate their
own perceptions and beliefs into foreign cultural situations and experiences.
Their observations are tainted by the oversimplification of foreign cultures as
something that is pure or simple. Exegetical multiculturalists set up models for
emulation from other cultures purported to be superior or more pure without truly
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understanding the complexity of the culture. Smith (1983) said that the
assumptions about the baseness of their own culture are largely unargued; they
approach foreign, alien, and cross-cultural situations with a particular kind of bias
and a closed mind. This multicultural "exotic" allure has become very fashionable
in technologically advanced societies such as the United States.
Dogmatic Multiculturallsts. Members holding this viewpoint believe that their
culture is superior. They presume that all other cultures must adapt and conform
to their belief system(s) or values in order to be respected. Dogmatic
multiculturalist attitudes exist in both Westem and non-Westem societies, and
are in fact widespread throughout mankind.
Agnostic Multiculturallsts. Agnostic multiculturallsts do not judge a culture
alien to their own, but see other cultures as tourist attractions. While fascinated
by cultures other than their own, members do not reflect upon and consider the
historical and cultural context of diverse cultures. This type of multiculturalist
collects objects of art as trivial baubles.
Dialectical Multiculturallsts. Proponents of the last viewpoint are called
dialectical multiculturallsts. They do not presuppose that the answers to
multiculturalism lie in themselves, or in any given culture. They are willing to
engage with and learn from alien cultural traditions with a view to improving their
knowledge of the self and of the right relation of the self to culture. Members do
this by focusing on a concrete event, then moving from a close examination of
the event to a consideration of the relation between it and the culture that is
being studied. Smith (1983) claimed that the dialectical approach to multicultural
education and art was the most effective approach. This approach, however, is
not without Its critics. Some scholars have proposed that the concept of teaching
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specifically to and about other cultures is fueling the very Western-centered
thinking that we are trying to escape by teaching from a multicultural perspective.

Multicultural and pluralism are peculiarly Western ideas- ideas not
altogether unrelated to the colonialist history of our dominant culture. In a
post colonialist contest, the Idea of studying other cultures (or one's own
culture as if one were visiting an anthropologist) might entail some form of
intellectual expansionism: a desire to know about the world and "to be on
top of it." Although the paradox of the Western bias in the notion of
cultural pluralism is not intolerable, it should encourage us to question
whether the concept of cultural pluralism carries the same connotations or
is equally valued in the diverse cultures that multicultural pluralists intend
to recognize, understand, and appreciate. (Collins & Sandell, 1992, p.8)

Multicultural Approaches to Education
Sleeter and Grant (1987; see also 1988) introduced five multicultural
approaches and positions for multicultural education that address race, class,
and gender. The concepts offer ideas to help teachers identify and amend
strategies in the classroom. The levels progress from basic concepts to more
complex approaches.

Teaching the Exceptional and Culturallv Different Approach
The main goal of this approach is the assimilation of minority students into
mainstream culture. Knowledge is controlled by the teacher, and any outside
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information and experiences students may bring into the classroom are largely
ignored or dismissed.

Human Relations Approach
This approach focuses on the idea of everyone getting along In order to
create a more tolerant worid view of diversity. Group identity and unity are
identified as important themes to reduce stereotypes and prejudice. This is the
most common approach that schools take, particularly at the elementary level
(Sleeter & Grant, 1988; Zimmerman & Clark, 1992; Chalmers, 1996).

Single-Group Studv Approach
The goal of this educational approach is to reduce the social hierarchy of the
dominant culture by introducing varied information on specific cultures. Colleges
and universities often use this model (Sleeter & Grant, 1988; Stuhr, 1994).

The approach also has roots in the philosophical arguments that schooling
should encourage individuals to become critical thinkers who are able to
reflect on and guide their own behavior and that schooling should teach and
encourage cultural analysis, evaluation, and a critical consciousness.
(Sleeter & Grant, 1988, p. 126)

Multicultural Education Approach
This fourth approach is distinguishable from the previous approaches in its
complexity. Teachers work to purvey a democratic attitude toward all cultures
and their social and cultural perspectives. The material is taught from a number
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of viewpoints, and members of cultures being studied are consulted within the
community. The approach works to inspire outside community participation,
meaningful discussion, multiple examples, and perspectives through educational
reform. Schools accurately reflect a pluralistic view, regardless of the school or
community population.

Multicultural and Reconstructional ADProach
This approach takes cultural democracy one step further. Students are
taught to reexamine the social and cultural hierarchy through critical-thinking
skills.

In this approach, the institution of schooling would be completely
transformed. Disciplines would dissolve through a process of fonning
contextual relationships between school subjects. Curriculum would be
dependent on social, political, and economic conditions of the community,
state, and nation rather than based on sequential, mandated, unifomn,
national, or state cumculum. The curriculum would always be in a state of
flux. (Stuhr, 1994, p. 177).
The approach would require an interdisciplinary view and a complete overhaul of
the educational system.

While many scholars have proposed different educational viewpoints and
strategies for multicultural education, Sleeter and Grant's approaches were
mentioned most frequently in art education publications and were eventually
adapted specifically for art education by Hansen (1991). These will be discussed
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more in the next chapter. The National Art Education Association (NAEA)
eventually used Hansen's (1991) adaptions and applied them as general
guidelines for teaching art from a multicultural perspective.

Multicultural Education as Applied to Art Education
Background and Sicnificance
The intemational art awareness movement was founded after World War II
on the idea that art can be used as an intemational language (Ziegfeld, 1953).
Edwin Ziegfeld and other founders of the movement worked to educate the
masses, particularly art educators, on the benefits of teaching cultural diversity
through the arts. Organizations such as the Intemational Society for Education
Through the Arts, created under United Nations' auspices, proclaimed art as a
language that united the world and crossed all racial and ethnic boundaries. Art
education responded to the post-war political environment by emphasizing the
social role of art and its universality.

The arts are frequently referred to as comprising the universal language of
communication, above natural language and custom, race and creed, and
this is clearly true in the widest cultural sense. But within this generation
there lies the seed of potential misconception for, by the very nature and
spiritual depth of art, it cannot be treated superficially as merely a kind of
world currency. Appreciation of art involves its own discipline of
understanding. Although the visual image and the musical sound may make
immediate and emotional impressions upon us Irrespective of their place of
origin or of where we may be, they must arise from indigenous roots and
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their fuller communication depends upon deeper knowledge, upon some
form of education. Art is a universal language that has to be learned.
(Ziegfeld, 1953, p. 1)
However, the concept of diversity was still to remain under the confines of the
"American" culture and was largely dictated by white Anglo-Saxon ideals.
In response to the self-expression art education movement of the 1960's,
the art classroom became focused on the need to enrich and fulfill the needs of
"disadvantaged children." The changes in the character of the ethnic
revitalization movement and the failure of compensatory education to provide
educational equality resulted in a shift of emphasis from differences viewed as
cultural deficiency to respect for cultural differences" (Desai, 1996, p.35).
Most states did not require any formal educational training on
multiculturalism until the 1990s (Hansen, 1991). Since implementation, most of
these multicultural courses have been designed to give only a general
introduction and present an overview of the different approaches, philosophies,
and literature. However, teachers are expected to teach responsively and
effectively to diverse classrooms. These conditions leave a large majority of
teachers with little or no experience in multicultural curricula and teaching.
"Preservice and inservice teacher education needs to consider ways to design
and represent a culturally sensitive cumculum" (Smith, 1994, p. 51).
Many schools have begun to issue national, state-wide, and local
multicultural curriculum requirements. Katter (1984) introduced the state of
Pennsylvania's new policy as an exciting challenge for the discipline of art
education and suggests finding art's multicultural relationship by using a crosscurricular approach. An example of typical multicultural objectives issued from a
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school district can be gleaned from one of the objectives in the 1985 New York
City Public School Policy, which stated, "Build an awareness of their own cultural
heritage while understanding that no one culture is Intrinsically superior to
another" (Crowley & Garcia, 1992).
In response to this need to address multicultural education in art, a large
number of multicultural publications and resources have been created for
classroom use. There have been no formal criteria forjudging the caliber of the
products due to educators' inability to uniformly define multiculturalisnr, therefore,
the majority of these are unregulated and of questionable quality.

Multicultural Educational Adaptations bv Art Education
In 1991, Hansen adapted Sleeterand Grant's (1987) approaches and
applied them to art education. These adaptions have been widely accepted
among the art education community (Chalmers, 1992; Stuhr, 1992; Zimmemrian,
1992). The following five approaches are listed according to their increasing level
of sophistication, learning behaviors, and skills.
Level 1—Cultural Contributions. This assimilation position seeks to adapt
minority students to the dominant culture. This is accomplished by making
adaptations to include the successes and accomplishments of minorities in the
dominant culture. Lessons and units with such ethnic content are added into
existing curricula.
Level 2—^Additive Approach. This goodwill-and-harmony approach attempts
promotion of understanding through commonalities. This method works to give
limited, simplistic exposure to other cultures by including such topics as holiday
art. New material is added without altering the existing framewori(.
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Level 3—Infusion Approach. A specific art study focuses on the art of a
specific cultural or ethnic group. The curricula include new concepts as well as
new material. Topics studied might include black art studies or women's art
studies.
Level 4—^Transformation Approach. This level seeks to reform the art
education curriculum and teaching methods to reflect the national cultural
diversity. An auxiliary expectation is connecting the historical, critical, and
aesthetic art criteria in the studio production.
Level 5—^The Social Action Approach. The idea of rethinking and challenging
the dominant culture's perceptions of art, art history, and educational structures
exemplifies this approach. This method promotes the recognition of past and
present achievements of cultural diversity.
Implications of Multicultural Art Education
It is necessary to be conscious of the myriad of definitions, theories, and
practices as they apply to curricula and teaching practices. Without a
fundamental grasp of the history, ideology, and theory of multiculturalism, it is
impossible to effectively scrutinize the tremendous amount of available
multicultural educational material. Art education has been targeted as an
economically viable field in curriculum production due to the needs for numerous
audiovisual resources. Therefore, a pragmatic and efficient set of criteria must
be utilized into the field of art education In order to inform school administrators,
teachers, and parents of exemplary resources for multicultural art education.
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Puroose of The Study
The purpose of the present study was to examine existing multicultural
elementary art cum'cula and resources to evaluate their adequacy and availability
to the classroom art teacher, according to criteria, methods, and materials
recommended by scholars in art education. Sleeter and Grant (1987) conducted
a study of multicultural resources which concluded that the materials were
inadequate and tended to represent only separate lessons.

Infusing global education into art cum'cula will necessitate creation of model
programs and courses of study that are not only incomplete, but
demonstrate the use of scope and sequence across grades. Art teachers
cannot be expected to have in-depth knowledge about the many different
cultures in their communities; to be knowledgeable about all cultures
throughout the United States and the entire globe is virtually Impossible.
What is needed are practical materials for teaching. (Zimmerman, 1990,
p. 2)

Stuhr, Petrovich-Mwanki, & Wasson(1992) stated a need for art curricula
that is challenging and culturally responsive. Teachers and students must be
aware of this goal when choosing multiculturally-based materials.
McFee (1961) and Bowers (1974) identified the problem of "discontinuity" in
the curriculum for minority students. Many states have responded to this problem
with state-generated curriculum mandates and guides for multicultural arts;
however, "there appear to be little more than brief, general statements about the
importance of recognizing diversity or about the advisability of adding
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multicultural units to existing cumcula" (Berk, 1989, p. 10). These vague
recommendations, combined with the pre-existing "lack of substance In the [art]
curriculum" (Madeja, 1980, p. 26) point to a need to combine what has been
written about the art curriculum with what is actually being taught in the schools
(Madeja, 1980; Crowley & Garcia, 1992). Berk (1989) argued that these meager
attempts underscored the need to create multicultural art curricula that is widely
accessible.

The predominant source of classroom cum'cuiar ideas still seems to be
magazines and other publications which provide a project of the week or art
for the holidays approach and pay no attention to building a sequence and
structure to teach the discipline of art. (Madeja, 1980, p. 24)

Taking the availability of published multicultural art cumcula as well as
teachers' predisposition to purchase these resources, the study will analyze
these published resources and identify their content in relation to concepts
backed by general agreement on their importance.
While a number of theories and approaches to multicultural education and
art education have been discussed in this chapter, the focus of this study will be
on the generally recognized adaptations put forth by Hansen (1991) and other
criteria set forth by art education scholars and found in art education joumals.
The reason for choosing this approach is to allow an accessible and familiar
setting for the art classroom teacher to address the issue of evaluating
multicultural art curriculum at the primary levels.
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Chapter II
Art Education and Multicultural Art Curricula
Where does art education stand concerning effective multicultural art
cunricula? A lack of organization and standards exists for art teachers choosing
to adopt effective multicultural art education. The variety of definitions of
multiculturalism in art education have resulted in art educators' inability to form
together to address the issue.

A study published In 1990 by the National Arts Education Research Center
at New York University revealed that, although the rhetoric is in place, few
states had published curriculum guides for teachers with suggestions
conceming how the arts might be employed in multicultural education.
(Chalmers, 1996, p. 6)

Review of Relevant Literature
Multicultural Art Education Theorists
To understand underlying concepts and definitions by leading multicultural
art theorists within the field of multicultural art education, Tomhave (1992)
created a series of tables that identified and categorized articles found in art and
education journals. While Tomhave's 1992 article is helpful for a broad overview
of the multicultural scholars in the field, he is quick to categorize the authors on
the basis of one article or the presupposition that scholars cannot change or alter
their viewpoint.
The first type Tomhave identified was the acculturists, or the

assimiiationists, which refers to theorists who subscribe to acculturation or
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amalgamation. The group reflects what is most commonly referred to as the
"melting pot" theory. Rufus Fatuyi, Ralph Smith, and Rosa Smith are identified as
acculturalists or assimilationists.
6i-cultural education, or cross-cultural research, is commonly conducted on
a local level when two cultures are vying for power. The interplay between these
two cultures is encouraged and studied. This a common phenomena in the
southwestem United States and other regions with large minority populations.
Contemporary bi-culturalists or

cross-culturalists in research and art

education are Kenneth Beittel, W. L. Brittain, Ann Calvert, Michael Emeji,
Danielle Sanders, Seweder and Bourne, and Patricia Stuhr.

Cultural separatists believe that the first priority of multiculturalism is to
protect ethnic and cultural identity. Separatist groups with access to economic
and political power break off from the mainstream of the system. Common
examples of this type of cultural separation are Jewish and Catholic schools.
Three cultural separatists Tomhave (1992) identified are Beverly Jones,
Motepele Malebana, and Mary Stokroki.
The multicultural educational

theorists subscribe to Sleeter and Grant's

(1987; see also 1988) multicultural levels, which proposed global education and
perspectives to promote cultural understanding. David Best, Doug Boughton,
David Ecker, Margaret Gibson, and June McFee are among those who favor this
theory.

Social reconstructionalists, concemed with race and ethnicity as well as
gender, socio-economic class, and Eurocentrism, call for social change and a
reexamination and restructuring of all cumcula. Some social reconstructionalists
are H. S. Bhola, Doug Blandy, Graeme Chalmers, Georgia Collins, Kristin
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Congdon, Kerry Freedman, Carl Grant, Karen Hamblen, Jan Jagodzlnski, Dan
Nadaner, Renee Sandell, and Christine Sleeter.
Tomhave's (1992) final grouping was multicultural art education theorists

striving for cultural understanding. In response to the practical application of
multicultural education, members share a common concern for balance between
acceptance and a right to be different in relation to the desire for educational
unity and consensus. Advocates are Brian Allison, David Best, Barbara Boyer,
Gilbert Claris, Michael Day, Margaret DIBIasio, Elliot Eisner, Paulette Fleming,
Eugene Grisby, Hardlman and Zernlch, Lana Henderson, Nancy Johnson, Diana
Korosclk, Allen Richards, Jan Rubinowitz, Toye and Denscomber, John
Welnkein, Brent Wilson, and Enid Zimmemrian.

National Art Education Association (NAEA) Multicultural Art Education Goals
In 1987 Sleeter and Grant proposed multicultural educational goals. Hansen
(1991) adapted the goals to the field of art education, suggesting that NAEA
adopt five goals:
1.

Encourage the transformation of existing curricula to enable students to

view concepts. Issues, events, and themes from a multicultural perspective.
2.

Infuse multicultural education into existing curriculum structures.

3.

Implement multicultural education across the curriculum, not merely as a

separate element. Vital curricula respond to change.
4.

Provide strategies for working with and enhancing existing programs of

teachers, supervisors, and cum'culum directors who have begun to Infuse a
multicultural context into programs.
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5.

Encourage formulation of a systematic and comprehensive evaluation

process for determining the quality of multicultural content and methodology in
cum'cula and instructional materials.
Hansen (1991) recommended additional research regarding cumculum and
instruction issues for art educators teaching from a multicultural perspective.
Despite the inability of most cultural pluralists to agree on specific strategies,
all agree that the educational system needs reform (Sleeter & Grant, 1987;
Chalmers, 1996). Art cumculum and classroom resources need the greatest
reform because they have a direct impact in the classrooms. The art education
community, especially at the elementary level, is inundated with materials which
undergo no scrutiny (Swanger, 1993).

The school(s) should have multicultural cumcula and materials. The
multicultural aspect should pemieate the cum'cula and not be treated as
peripheral to the real curricula. Although it is good to teach minority culture
and history, the teaching should be an integral part of the curricula. It is of
questionable value to feature a particular ethnic group for a week or a day.
This approach has been referred to as the "zoo" approach. (Pate, 1988,
p. 289).

Implementing a Pluralist Approach to Multicultural Art Education
Art education scholars such as McFee (1961), Smith, (1983; see Chapter I),
and Stuhr (1994) and have introduced us to the need to include effective
multicultural practices in the classroom. However, how does a teacher go about
implementing theory into practice?
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Collins and Sandell (1992) suggested an approach to art curriculum that
combines integrationist, separatist, and pluralistic bearings. The authors claimed
that a liberal application of all three perspectives in a timely manner would
benefit from their independent strengths. According to the authors, this
integrating philosophy allows for a level of pride for those in the minority culture
who want to embrace the positive aspects of the dominant culture. A separatist
orientation secures individual rights to cultural heritage and allows a basis for the
critique of the dominant culture. The creation of a new, common culture that
truly values the contributions diversity can make to its development will require
the political commitment that only the integrationist and separatist components of
liberation movements can engender" (Collins & Sandell, 1992, p. 13).

Developmental Appropriateness of Multicultural Art Cumcula
Chalmers (1996) pointed out that elementary students, even by age 5, have
developed cultural awareness. Children should be taught that art is created by all
people, regardless of race, ethnicity, and gender. Students in the early primary
levels tend to be open-minded to a variety of art and cultural traditions different
from their own. Storytelling is an effective strategy for this age group because
books often include assorted art styles in an age-appropriate context. At this age
students are able to comprehend fundamental art tenninology and concepts that
can be used to discuss artwork in relation to culture as well as media similarities
and differences.
Students in the intermediate and upper elementary grades have progressed
enough in art education to comprehend and investigate through independent
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research, publications, interviews, and other community resources the many
roles that art plays in all societies.

Considerations in Choosing a Multicultural Cum'culum

...most materials in multicultural education were developed for the
elementary level, and teacher guides were usually single lessons rather than
units or comprehensive courses of study. There were very few research
studies at the elementary or secondary levels; most of the literature is still
merely advocacy. (Art teachers) must be prepared to develop teaching
strategies appropriate to learning styles and cultural backgrounds of their
students and at the same time foster an intercultural understanding, both
aesthetically and culturally, of an entire range of art objects. To accomplish
these ends, programs, resources, and textbooks need to be developed that
address these issues. (Lovano-Ken-, 1983, p. 81)

The NAEA has called for a more pluralistic approach to art education, and a
consensus approach has been accepted by the majority of scholars in the art
educational community (Zimmerman, 1990; Hansen, 1991; Zimmemian & Clark,
1992). According to Sleeter and Grant (1988) criteria, educators should be
operating at level four, the multicultural educational approach. Using the
adaptations and interpretations in the field of art education, art cumcula should
be at level four, the transformation approach. Eventually level five in art
education would be reached, which is almost identical in content to Sleeter and
Grant's (1988) fifth-level approach, education that is multiculturalist and
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reconstructionalist. Scholars agreed (Zimmerman, 1990; Hansen, 1991; Stuhr,
1994; Chalmers, 1996) that art education in the school system appears to be
operating at level three or lower for both theories, "...the first two levels tend to
be teacher-driven, and it is only at the third level that structural curricular change
begins" (Hansen, 1991, p. 4).
Zlmmemnan and Clark (1992) called for art educators to integrate pluralism,
urging educators to move beyond the third category of singular study of specific
cultures, which limits and ignores the greater purpose of teaching from a
multicultural perspective. The authors asserted that studying a particular cultural
identity on the sole basis of its differences ends in stereotypes and reinforced
disconnectedness from other cultures. Implementation of a thoughtful and
effective multicultural curriculum, especially at the elementary level, enables
students to develop skills to understand, relate, and interact in a diverse society.
"In these pluralistic contexts, there is an openness and respect for variety and
diversity among all students and all nations and peoples; it also requires a variety
and diversity of instructional resources that can help teachers present the
necessary content and imagery" (p. 2).

Studving Art in a Culturally-Diverse Society
Chalmers (1996) described roles for multicultural art educators to develop
and implement. Art teachers can apply these broad concepts of art and artists
and personalize them to local, regional, national, and even global levels.
Students will be able to identify the many roles that art and artists can play and
the interpretations that are necessary to understand and personalize art.
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• Ascribers of meaning. This role refers to artists who capture and portray a
society's icons, as seen for example in traditional quiltmaking using a log cabin
pattem. A teacher could discuss the fact that the pattern actually contained a
map of safe locations for runaway slaves.
• Ascribers of status. These artists are the people who define and visually
represent a society's values. Examples of these types of artists are tattoo artists
and clothing designers.
• Catalysts of social change. The goal of these artists is to make people
aware of the reality of the culture they are addressing. Graffiti artists are the
best-known example.
• Enhancers and decorators. Works by these artists are most commonly
mass-produced and seen in homes. Artists who design fabric or create ceramic
tiles fit this description.
• Interpreters. These artists convey a visual representation of an object or
scene. In this category a teacher could introduce the realistic accuracy of
Chinese landscape painters and then discuss the different ways of seeing and
portraying perspective.
• Magicians. These artists allow the viewer to see something in a new light.
They take an object and transform it into a new entity. Sandpainters and maskmakers use creative art and ritual.
• Mythmakers. These artists are known for capturing the moment or person
and portraying it in a celebrated and usually improved state. Commemorative
artists and portrait artists fall within this category.
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• Propagandists. Usually politically motivated, propaganda artists use their
art to advance a particular viewpoint. Political poster artists and groups like the
Guerrilla Girls are propaganda artists.
• Recorders of history. Artists attempt to record historical data, such as
rulers, classical heroes or heroines, locations, and conquests, in a variety of
media. Recorders might be photographers, public sculptors, and scribes.
• Sociotherapists. These artists use an assortment of media to create work
that encourages viewers to dream or escape. The most common form of this art
appears in advertising.
• Storytellers. Some illustrators, quilters, and performance artists are
members in this category. This type of artist seeks to chronicle events in a visual
manner.
• Teachers. These artists have been specifically trained in an art fonn.
Most teacher artists transmit learned knowledge to apprentices as they become
skilled. Examples of teacher artists might be stained-glassmakers, wheel potters,
or sand painters.

The Art Curricula Selection Process
Chalmers (1996) summarized multicultural art curriculum as having three
components: (a) why we make art, (b) how we use art, and (c) the functions art
serves. Using these general categories, it is possible for the art teacher to
implement an effective multicultural art education program, regardless of
personal knowledge of other cultures.
Multicultural art education curricula should be screened using basic concepts
agreed to by professional art education associations and publications. Teachers
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should systematically scrutinize the materials to see if the curriculum being
implemented is eifective and teachable (Zimmerman, 1990; Hansen. 1991; Clark
& Zimmerman, 1992). Teachers should consider (a) NAEA guidelines, (b) the
instructor's goals and available resources; (c) the cum'culum's developmental
appropriateness (often overiooked at the primary level); (d) the resource's
perspective or emphasis on multiculturalism; and (e) the global relevance of the
art work and artist instead of just including "foreign art" without putting it into a
relevant framework or context.
An educator's curriculum selection should also be governed by his or her
personal teaching experience. A teacher is more in tune with his or her
classroom's needs and should respond to what level and materials will be most
effective. Most multicultural curriculum experts suggested that the teacher start
by gathering and presenting local community culture (Stuhr, 1994; Chalmers,
1996). Then he or she should gradually widen the student's concern, keeping in
mind the changes underiined regarding student's ability, pluralistic acceptance,
and art experience.
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Chapter III
Methodology and Criteria for Evaluating Art Curricula
The problem of cumculum development for the multicultural art classroom
has been largely neglected within art education literature and in practice" (Stuhr,
Petrovich-Mwanki, & Wasson, 1992, p. 16). By this, the authors refer not to the
lack of multicultural art curriculua, rather the lack of quality in all art cum'cula
materials. In order to address this need, a variety of general art and
multicultural-based art curriculum content guidelines will be reviewed and
discussed (Clark, 1984; Lanier, 1984; Hellberg, 1986; Doherty, 1990; Stuhr et al.,
1992). Guidelines will be listed to include concepts backed by general agreement
of importance. Curriculum development is a costly process; therefore, a good
starting place Is the readily available supply of packaged programs, "systems,"
and supplementary materials. These general guidelines will be applied to
published multicultural art cumculum that is nationally available to elementary art
teachers. It is anticipated that teachers will be able to apply these guidelines in
order to revise and evaluate their existing cumculum as well as cumculum they
might intend to purchase. As Lanier noted over a decade ago, "Problems of
curriculum content selection in art education may derive in part from the
abundance of available and appropriate material rather than any poverty of
content" (1984, p. 232).
Art educators who are interested in teaching art using a pluralistic
approach are faced with complex choices. The teacher must first take into
account what method is most effective and what resources are available. For
example, a teacher may agree with Sleeter and Grant's (1987)Multicultural and
Reconstructional Approach; however, this type of cross-curriculuar approach is
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not feasible within the current public school system. Also, the availability of
resources can determine what is available in multicultural art curriculum. This
can be a difficult process because art educators are still working to overcome the
problems of implementing cumculum products into actual classroom practice
(Efland, 1989).

Teaching visual culture involves a curriculum that encompasses the peculiar
sociopolitical, as well as the sensory, formal, and material characteristics
and effects of fine art, and goes beyond fine art to include the expressive
foundations and implications of multicultural and mainstream artifacts;
advertising and other mass media imagery; and designed objects,
anrangements, and environments. (Freedman, 1994, p. 158)

It is this author's belief that the concepts of seeing, interpreting, and
creating art can be effectively taught using a pluralistic approach. The
guidelines of an effective art curriculum, as set forth by a number of
theorists, can be applied to multicultural art education curriculum. The
suggested strategies and concepts can be used to make informed
judgments on existing multicultural art curriculum products.

Existing Art Curriculum Content Guidelines
The idea of cun^iculum standards is not a new concept to art education.
A number of art education groups and committees have offered a number of
suggestions and guidelines for art education curriculum practices. In order to set
up a framewori< for evaluating multicultural art curriculum, general art education
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guidelines will be discussed. While the following projects are some of the better
known attempts to standardize art education curriculum and practices, there
have been a number of endeavors within the field of art education.

The Stanford-Ketterinq Project
The Stanford-Kettering Project was designed to work from the
recommendations of the 1966 Penn State Seminar (Clark, 1984). The
development staff worked on basic assumptions:
1.

The most important contributions that can be made by the visual arts to

the education of the child are those which are indigenous to art (I.e., disciplinebased art education).
2.

Artistic learning is a very complex fomi of learning and not an automatic

consequence of maturation.
3.

The curriculum offered to children In the public school should extend

well beyond the traditional range of art activities to include production as well as
critical, historical, and to some extent aesthetic aspects of the study of art.
4.

To teach art well requires not only cum'culum but also instructional

support media that serve to Illuminate visual qualities and ideas.
5.

All aspects of artistic leaming may be evaluated.

6.

Elementary school teachers untrained in art would increase in

effectiveness as art teachers If they used a sequentially-ordered cum'culum
accompanied by specially-designed instructional support media.
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The Southwest Regional Laboratory for Educational Research and Development
(SWRU
The art education curriculum was designed with detailed outlines of
proposed curriculum content and encouraged teachers to stress verbal and
written communication in the art classroom (Clark, 1984). Clark also explained
the basic premise of the project:

In addition to these guidelines, basic assumptions were used to guide the
development of the curriculum. These were (a) all students can create art in
classrooms; (b) art students should study work of adult role models of artists,
art critics, and art historians; (c) all generalist classroom teachers can teach
art; (d) all art work can be evaluated; (e) art instruction needs visual art
reference materials; (f) art instructions should be systematic and sequential;
and (g) teachers teaching art should demonstrate skills and techniques and
direct learning activities of students. Many of these assumptions reflected
major ideas presented at the Penn State Seminar, (p. 229)

Lanier's Guidelines for Selecting Art Curriculum
Lanier (1984) identified eight principles for content selection. Including
cum'culum that is discipline-based in nature; involves teaching aesthetic
responses using content-centered artifacts understood within the cultural context
of the student to establish an aesthetic dialogue; includes structure for a
comfortable move from the familiar to the unfamiliar; deals with contemporary
arts, when appropriate, and a variety of media and fonms; and is relevant to the
majority of students. In proposing his principles, he acknowledged that:
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It may well be that no curriculum or statement about content can compete
with the inspired art teacher who knows the subject of art...Such
engagement is undoubtedly infectious to the leamer and the best guarantee
of successful leaming. However, most of us in teaching are something less
than inspired zealots; like the majorities in any other profession, we are at
best competent workmen. We can use the help of the theorizing and study of
others to guide our efforts. (Lanier, 1984, p. 237)

It is this type of concession that a teacher must keep in mind during the
cum'culum selection and evaluation process. Obviously published curriculum
and supplementary materials are in most cases, a practical tool for teaching art;
however, personal knowledge and expertise can often be a rare resource that
should be used to supplement and sometimes replace published materials.

Tomhave's Multicultural Art Curriculum Tier Considerations
Tomhave (1992) listed multicultural art cum'culum considerations for art
education according to tiers, with the goal of improving students' knowledge,
respect, acceptance, and appreciation of others. It shows teachers how they can
transform their classroom approach from a more limited version, such as the
Single-Study approach, to a more diverse and integrated view of art:
Tier 1

National and state mandates
African American
Asian American
European American
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Hispanic American
Native America
Tier 2

Local population considerations—Students need to see

themselves positively reflected in the curriculum in order to
develop positive self-esteem.
Tier 3

Cross-influences of culture—Students will leam how Western

culture has been positively influenced by other cultures and how
other cultures have been positively influenced by Western culture.
Tier 4

Range of human experience—Students will learn to respect,

accept, and appreciate artistic expression and reasons for art
making most different from their own as complements to their
human experience.

Hellberg's National Art Curriculum Guidelines
Some scholars such as Hellberg (1986) have argued that the lack of
standardization in art education curriculum has prevented any substantial
development in the curriculum. While the specifics of Hellberg's theory may not
be universally accepted In the field of art education, his concept is not without
some truth.
It would seem to me that if art teachers are in general agreement about the
objectives and conceptual content of art education, that alone would begin to
create some unity. How it was taught, where emphasis is placed, what
projects are chosen to teach the content, and how these are sequenced
could be personal. (Hellberg, 1986, p. 11)
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In order to rectify the current curriculum situation in art education Hellberg
suggested five perfonnance objectives that he believes summarize the goals of
art curricula (1986).

1.

Students will demonstrate visual skills.

2.

Students will develop visual literacy.

3.

Students will discover creative potential.

4.

Students will be taught to respond to local, national, and global
environments.

5.

Students will refine art media skills.

School Art Curriculum Content
Doherty (1990) stated that community values influence the function of school
art curriculum. He claims that a basic content may be found within most school
art curriculum. He explains that most schools include a rationale for teaching art
and a general philosophy of art education in relation to general education, as
well as district and state goals, leaming objectives, assessment, studio activities,
description of process, vocabulary, art history/cultural history, progressive
cuniculum, and model lessons.
This concept must also be realized by teachers seeking to effectively
implement multicultural art education curriculum. School-wide, district-wide, and
nationwide policies and philosophies must also be taken into account. Particular
communities and schools may have specific needs or conditions that may cause
adaptations to be made to cum'culum and classroom practices.
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Evaluating Multicultural Art Curricula
To accurately assess art curriculum resources, a set of parameters should
be established to clearly convey what is necessary to comprehensively and
contextually teach art at the primary levels (Madeja, 1980; Hellberg, 1986; Stuhr
et al., 1992). Discipline-based art education (DBAE) is able to provide instruction
in the concepts that enable students to understand diverse populations and their
art(Katter, 1984; Chapman, 1985; Clark, 1991; Chalmers, 1996). DBAE consists
of four disciplines, or areas of instruction: art production, art criticism, art history,
and aesthetics. Other criteria must also be included in the selection process
(Doherty, 1990; Zimmerman, 1990; Berk, 1991; Billings, 1995). Factors such as
price range, audiovisual resources, sequential organization, development
appropriateness, cultural integrity, and multicultural perspective or approach
should also be considered in evaluating multicultural curricula. All of the criteria
discussed in this chapter will be used to evaluate existing multicultural art
cum'culum and supplementary materials in the following chapter. It should be
noted that the term curriculum is broad in its meaning and use by this author.
Clark, Day, and Greer (1989) refer to the inconsistencies of the definition of
cum'culum among the "leaders in the field" and conclude that the term Is
constantly being redefined and therefore cannot confomi to any of the definitions
of the term.
As of yet, no attempt has been made to standardize any curriculum
guidelines for multicultural art education; however, a number of scholars have
written about generally agreed upon art curriculum guidelines and applied them
to the multicultural perspective in art education. Therefore, the following criteria
have been selected for their general acceptance in the art education field as well
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as the applicability to multicultural art education. Additional use of classroomspecific criteria by the art teacher is strongly encouraged by this author.

Price Range and Adaptability
This category is important to restricted school budgets. A cuniculum cannot
be judged solely on its effectiveness; it must also be cost-efficient and adaptable
for extended classroom use. A teacher must be informed about how much each
cum'culum will cost and how permanent the materials are in respect to actual
resource durability (lamination of prints and classroom discussion materials) and
the treatment of subject matter. As Chapman (1985) explains,

Most curriculum theories seem to assume that unlimited resources are
available for curriculum development and that the final format of the product
Is not of great educational importance. The case is otherwise. For the
publisher, the curriculum is a product that must be produced within a budget
and at a price schools can afford. Fiscal constraints influence the decisions
made about formats for the curriculum and these, in tum, affect the way one
can present the content to students (e.g., the number, size, and use of color
in images), (p. 211)

Audiovisual Resources
Visual resources are key to any curriculum; however, they are particularly
important when studying another culture. Most students will be unfamiliar with
the culture and art works being taught. Works of art should either be in slide
form, actual art works, or viewing-size reproductions which allow for easy viewing
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and analysis (Fleming, 1988; Wolff, 1990; Dobbs, 1992). A number of examples
of various types of artwork give students an accurate view of the art form.
Additional materials such as filmstrips, maps, audio recordings of interviews and
music, charts, and illustrations help to reveal the culture being studied.
The quality and diversity of these materials play major roles in choosing
cumcula. In written fonri the cumculum may be above par, but without highcaliber visual resources the curriculum cannot be effectively used. Students
benefit from visual references by understanding the competence and power of
the art fomn or method. "Works of art by mature artists from many cultures are
central to the organization of cumcula and to integration of content from the
disciplines" (Dobbs, 1992, p. 23). However, many art educators (Dobbs, 1992;
Honeychurch, 1995; Chalmers, 1996) claimed that students benefited greatly
when community resources were used. Art museums, visiting artists, and other
community resources can bring to light the actuality of the art being practiced in
many cultures.

Art Production
This discipline is also referred to as the studio project or art activity. Dobbs
(1992) suggested the following aspects of art production that may be explored:
•Becoming familiar with a wide range of art materials, tools, equipment, and
techniques.
•Leaming about traditions of craftsmanship, such as respect for materials,
and attitudes held by artists about their woric.
•Developing the personal qualities required for successful artistry, such as
persistence, patience, and self-criticism.
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•Learning to express ideas and feelings in visual fomi.
•

Understanding artists' motivations. Leaming about their lives and their

contributions to society.
•Appreciating how artistic training and experience contributed to artists'
works. This introduces cultural histories from which artists draw inspiration and
ideas.

Art Criticism
Art critics make informed judgments about art work. This critical process,
when taught, allows students to voice their opinions using the formal language of
properties and qualities in art. According to Anderson (1995), while this skill is
necessary, the teacher must also consider the concept that many non-Western
cultures have not defined and recognized the idea of art criticism into formal
constructs. Anderson called for a move away from the essential, or fomnalist,
language and criteria which has dominated Westem art criticism for most of the
20th century. "It behooves the art educators then to be sensitive to models of
teaching and leaming that are appropriate to the art form being examined within
its own culture context and belief system" (p. 201).
Anderson (1995) and Chalmers (1996) concluded that Westem aesthetics
ask a series of questions; What is it? What does it mean? What is its value?
Multicultural art education advocates suggested the addition of another question
to allow a more contextual understanding of multicultural art and criticism; What
is it for? This question generates two types of response, typological and
functional. Typological criticism identifies the roles that art can be categorized
into (ceremonial, utilitarian, decorative or purely aesthetic, and art for play.
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fantasy, or instruction). Functional criticism addresses the functional role of art.
Anderson (1995) adapted Dissanyake's idea of examining the functional role of
art in regard to other intrinsic activities—^food gathering, preparation,
consumption; shelter; kinship, gender, social relationships; symbolic
communication; territorial defense and aggression; cosmology and religion;
health and healing; leisure; fertility; work and labor; understanding the
relationship to the natural environment; protection from natural disaster;
commerce or trade; and education or training.
Using both the functional and intrinsic methods, as examined by Dissanyake,
in combination with the traditional Western aesthetic questions, outsiders begin
to understand the role and function of different art wori<s. Art criticism is one of
the most important characteristics of effective multicultural curricula because it
allows the viewer to understand and interpret art of other cultures. In the words
of Anderson (1985),

Artworks concretely manifest constructed realities that can be presented in
no other way. Their sincere contextual examination, cross-culturally, may
transfomi student attitudes from seeing these artworks as alien curiosities to
valid expressions of human spirit. In short, cross-cultural criticism not only
accesses other cultures, but through examining the way others do things, it
sheds light on possibly unexamined cultural assumptions of our own. (p.
207)
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Art History
This discipline focuses on the art, artists, culture, and history of art-making.

Art historians are used to looking at art works for extended periods of time
and are capable of observing those works carefully. Young children can be
shown art works and directed In their attention of those works. By asking
children to find and name all the subject matter in a painting we can develop
familiarity with a number of major works. (Erickson, 1981, p. 20)

The biggest obstacles that multlculturalists face In teaching art history are
lack of information and misinfomation. According to Turner (1990), a common
example of art history that can fall into either of these categories is women
artists. "Biographical infomnation about female artists, as it appears in most of
the literature, tends to include substantial documentation about their husbands,
whereas information about the wives of male artists is sparse" (p. 61). Art history
must also accurately reflect art making in the culture from past to present. Works
of art must be understood in relation to their socio-political and cultural
relevance.
Hart (1991) adapted Alpers' issues of historical authorship in respect to
Westem art. Hart described the notion of the role or authority of the artist, the
uniqueness of the art work, the work's importance to the school or institution to
which it is ascribed, and the value of the art wori^ in regard to pure form. The
problem with this format is that it does not logically function outside of Westem
culture (Hart, 1991). A pluralistic approach must be employed to effectively teach
art history (Wolff, 1990; Chalmers, 1996). This approach must be flexible and
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easily adapted within each classroom (Hellberg, 1986). While specific criteria
may work in most situations, teachers must be able to recognize and alter
specific criteria to fit the cultural context of diverse cultures and art specifically
with respect to the work's intentions, creation, and viewing status.
Dobbs (1992) proposed specific procedures for teaching art history—
attribution, style, connoisseurship, iconography, ownership, function, restoration,
and authentication. While most of these criteria can be adapted to teach
multicultural art history perspectives, additional procedures are needed to
supplement the method.

The historical development of the arts in our society has left us with a
heritage which is pervaded by the inequalities of class, gender, race, and
ethnicity. This cannot be counteracted by any simple political program; nor
should it be taken to offer any license for cultural vandalism or Philistinism
(Wolff, 1990, p. 204).

Some of the additional procedures that might be implemented into the art
history section of the curriculum are the differences between tourist and local art
works, the idea of anonymity or community with respect to artists, the idea of
transformative or nonpermanent art wori<, and other perspectives or questions
that may differ from the traditional concepts of Westem artists.
Aesthetics
Dobbs (1992) declared, "Aesthetic discussion takes place in anthropology,
psychology, sociology, and philosophy and looks at the nature of art and raises
questions about its definition and significance" (p. 75). Broudy (1984) developed
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a system to examine the four types of properties an art work may contain:
sensory, fomrial, technical, and expressive. However, Freedman (1994) wamed
against teaching only one set of aesthetic values. A strictly Eurocentric approach
can lead students to believe that these standards are common across all
cultures.
The standards of Western aesthetics are individuality, originality,
permanence, and form. Clifford (1988) discussed this Westem tendency to label
and classify objects into four set categories, referred to as fine art, culture, nonart, and non-culture. He suggests four ways to organize art objects. Fine art is
identified as a piece of work originally created by one artist that is valued in a
museum or art market. Culture includes traditional objects that characterize
folklore or history that is usually collectively created. Non-art refers to tourist art,
while non-culture includes fakes, anti-art, and objects that would be in a museum
of technology (i.e., inventions). However, these concepts, while acceptable to
those in the Western culture, cannot be applied outside of this culture. Students
must be taught that in many cultures art is categorized differently, or sometimes
not even distinguished to such a specific degree from other objects (Chalmers,
1996).

It is a fallacy to assume students can universally understand and implement
a universal model of aesthetics when they look at artworks but are still able
to produce unique ideas when learning, discussing, and producing art from a
multicultural format. The recognition of subjectivity and cultural context in art
making and reception is not to totally abandon the significance of aesthetic
judgments or evaluate criticism. It is neither to reduce aesthetics to
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exclusively personal, cultural, and political concerns. Art has its own history,
particularities, language, and Institutions within which it has and can be
considered. Aesthetic judgments, however, are made by individuals within a
particular cultural circumstance from which consideration cannot be
separated. Steeped In the Ideologies of the dominant culture, the potential
for Individual and aesthetic prejudice needs to be recognized. (Honeychurch,
1995, p. 214)

Hart (1991) advised a pluralist and relativist approach to aesthetics that
allows each art form Its own internal aesthetics and which can be judged only
from Its own set of standards. Therefore, there are no universal aesthetic mles
consistently applied to all works of art. The pluralist position claims that an art
work cannot be fully understood If it is not put into its cultural context.

Many tools, musical instruments, liturgical objects, even gods, are today
considered art works. The inclusion of coffee makers, cars and other
consumer goods in the collection of contemporary art museums likewise
raises the question "What Is art?" Art works highly prized by art experts of
one era (e.g., Pre-Raphaelites) have been dismissed by the experts of
another. Such situations raise the perennial question, "What is good art?"
(Erickson, 1981, p. 23)

Discussing the wide variety of aesthetic implications with sociological,
anthropological, and socially-critical views may allow students to experience art
in a number of ways.
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Aesthetics are one of the most neglected areas of multicultural art education.
Many art educators are under the misconception that children may have a
difficult time grasping the concept of Westem aesthetics without even
considering the idea of teaching about the many different cultural fonns that
aesthetics can take. Hart (1991) cited two studies—Hart and Goldin-Meadow
(1984) and Rosenstiel, Momson, Silverman, and Gardner (1978)—^which
suggested the idea that children are able to make aesthetic judgments by age
three and understand that everyone uses a distinct criteria for different art works
for various reasons by age seven. "Since children exhibit this flexibility, it might
be expected that they would not have difficulty in grasping the concept of
multiple aesthetic systems" (p. 155).

Sequential Organization
The concept of sequential organization is the idea that children must be
taught simple concepts before they are able to build up to more complex
processes. Students must build their skills, comprehension, and awareness in a
clear and sensible fashion. Dobbs (1992) discussed Mitler's strategy, which is
organized into four stages. Stage one involves the Intrinsic process of scanning
artworks to become acquainted with them. Stage two entails becoming familiar
with art criticism and the aesthetic criteria found in the type of art being studied.
Stage three involves use of art criticism with a heavy emphasis on art history.
Stage four encompasses aesthetics, criticism, and history so students are able to
make informed judgments before moving to studio production. Successful
implementation of the cum'culum will likely result in overiapping the four
disciplines.
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"Scope, sequence, continuity, and articulation are fundamental to DBAE
curricula because growth in understanding art is not seen as a natural
consequence of maturation" (Clark, Day and Greer, 1989, p.168). These
elements need to be included in the sequential organization of multicultural art
cum'culum in order to reiterate what has been learned and in order to proceed to
a more advanced perception of art. Lanier suggests that idea of canalization
should be included in sequential organization to account for the natural leaming
process of moving from the familiar to the new in order to actualize what is being
leamed and applying it to an existing knowledge base.

Developmental ApproDriateness
"Developmentally appropriate leaming activities are organized to maximize
student leaming and recognize appropriate leaming and developmental
levels...[The cum'culum must be able to effectively] meet the gender, economic,
and cultural needs of the students" (Getty, 1997, p. 1). A teacher must also keep
in mind the idea that students build their knowledge level each year. A good
cum'culum can be adapted and constructed upon as students advance in art
proficiency.

Cultural Intearitv
This is a major factor to consider when purchasing any cum'culum. Cultural
integrity involves components such as unbiased language, accurate depiction of
the culture, authentic representation of the art works and their history, and other
elements that vary among cultures. Each characteristic must be carefully
evaluated for biases inadvertently hidden in the cum'culum. However, the term
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cultural integrity, just like that of multicultural, is open to interpretation. No
generally accepted set of guidelines or procedures exist. "Each educational
setting is unique. This means that before art educators construct curricula, they
should to do at least some preliminary research about each new situation in
which they find themselves" (Stuhr, Petrovich-Mwanki & Wasson, 1992, p. 20).
Tumer (1990) described one consideration to keep in mind when selecting
multicultural cumcula— "the selection of family terms to use on a consistent
basis...describing ethnic origin, class, gender, age, and religious background" (p.
57). The concept of unbiased language also includes implementation of genderfree pronouns and avoidance of linguistic stereotypes or colloquialisms.
Authenticity and accurate historical portrayal are also essential to cultural
integrity of curricula. Concepts such as the distinction between ritual art and
tourist art in some cultures should be discussed, as well as the historical context
of certain cultures' art in relation to their present-day art works.

Multicultural Content Level
Hansen (1991) urged that curriculum be reviewed with the NAEA definitions
and standards with respect to multicultural content. The content of Hansen's
Level 1 approach (Cultural Contributions) includes curriculum that addresses
diversity with respect to national holidays and historical figures. Level 2 (Additive
Approach) includes simple additions to existing cumcula, such as the exploration
of different cultural holiday art. Specific study of a particular cultural art, such as
black art studies, is explored in Level 3 (Infusion Approach). Curricula is
refonmed in Level 4 (Transformation Approach) to reflect an active and critical
pursuit of national, cultural, and social diversity. Level 5 (The Social Action
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Approach), often referred to as the social reform or reconstructionist approach,
asks students and teachers to question the canons and structures of art to
acknowledge the pluralistic society (Hansen, 1991; Clark & Zimmerman, 1992;
Chalmers, 1996).
The majority of published cumcula falls into Levels 1 and 3. The third-level
approach to the curriculum offers a higher standard of integrity than previous
cum'culum, but a teacher should aim for Level 4 curriculum, which is not as
easily accessible and inexpensive as other curricula. At present Level 5 content
has not been formulated into written and standardized cumcula.

Summary
Criteria for multicultural art education must be relevant, adaptable, and
authentic for students in the primary grades. Contributors to a successful art
curricula include the concepts of the four disciplines—art production, art criticism,
art history, and aesthetics—as well as the price range and adaptability of the
materials, the quality of the visual resources, sequential organization,
developmental appropriateness, cultural integrity, and a multicultural content
level.
"The ideal is a society in which diversity, particularity, and context are
understood and valued, and where this common valuing of the concrete
otherness of people, is the basis for political unity" (Hicks, 1990, p. 45).
In the next chapter, the criteria discussed in this chapter will be applied
to specific cases of multicultural art curriculum and supplementary resources that
are readily available to the elementary classroom art teacher. The author will
cross-examine several methods that cum'culum publishing companies have
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taken to approach the multicultural art curriculum and their effectiveness in the
primary classroom. Several curriculum examples from five major multicultural art
curriculum publishing companies and organizations will be examined using each
criteria set forth in this chapter when applicable.
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Chapter IV
An Evaluation of
Existing Art Education Curricula and Resources
In 1991 the NAEA publicly announced the shortage of multicultural art
curriculum.

The following materials are not readily available to the classroom teacher
and need to be developed; broad-based multicultural teaching materials,
preservice training methodologies, materials designed for experienced
teachers, annotated bibliographic listings of sources for printed materials,
educational institutions, and organizational support services. (Hansen, 1991,
P-2)

To answer this need, this chapter evaluates some multicultural curriculum
materials currently on the market. They include fonnally published curricula as
well as visual and written supplemental resources existing in some school
resource libraries, available at most national organizational conferences, or
advertised in art instructor publications such as School Arts and Arts & Activities.
Some major U.S. companies and organizations currently publishing multicultural
curriculum are identified as useful for elementary educational purposes—Getty
Center for Education in the Arts, Crizmac, Art Image Publications, Davis
Publications, and Crystal Productions. These same companies were identified in
the annotated bibliography from Zimmemrian and Clark's 1992 Eric Art Bulletin.
Each curriculum has its own strengths and weaknesses, as does each
teacher and class adopting the curriculum. Teachers may choose to select
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curricula lacking sequential organization or aesthetics, for example, if they are
regarded as easily adaptable in the art room setting. For the purpose of this
study, each company or organization is given a section in this chapter where
actual components of the cum'culum are discussed using the criteria set forth in
the previous chapter. Another section follows at the end of this chapter which
cross-examines all of the art cum'culum in comparison with each other.

Getty Center for Education in the Arts
The Getty Center formed the Curriculum Development Institute (CDI) to
create and design lessons which illustrate several approaches to DBAE. The CDI
team was composed of art teachers, art supervisors, and museum educators
from throughout the United States. The CDI experiment took place between
1988-90. The Getty Institute is still publishing CDI art curricula on their web site
and offers a variety of lessons for primary through high school levels.
Cumcula
Curricula offered on the web varies; however, the lessons that currently
address multicultural curriculum standards are Inteoratina Art History and Art
Criticism: Printing with a Japanese Influence. Art Informs History: Artists of the
Black Experience, and Art Touches the People in Our Lives. This final curriculum
lesson originally appeared in the curriculum sampler. Curricula resources are
continually being developed.
Price Range and Adaptability
Getty Institute offers price options. A cum'culum sampler created by the CDI,
priced at $9.95 USD, is "intended to be a reference and illustration for others
who wish to develop DBAE curricula" (Dobbs, 1992, p. 34). Another option is
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available at the ArtsEdNet web-site, and a printout of a complementary
assortment of cum'culum may be obtained. Neither of these cum'cula options
includes visual resources. The Getty Center offers a multicultural art print series
covering most of the worid. Prices are $30 USD for each set of five prints, or the
complete series of 30 printed for $148 USD. Shoppers may clearly view each
image on the web prior to purchase.
Audiovisual Resources
The Multicultural Print Series (MAPS) sets offer "poster-size, full-color,
laminated reproductions" (Dobbs, 1992, p. 35). The Getty Center has plans for
continued expansion of the series. Currently MAPS offers series on African
American art, art of India, Mexican American art. Pacific Asian art, selected
American Indian artifacts, and women artists of the Americas. Each print
features the artist's biographical background, cultural context, medium, and
theme of the art work on the back of the reproduction.
Art Production
All curricula include a studio production activity, varying in detail, description
of process, and quality of instruction. Lesson plans give only a brief outline of the
art activity. All lessons include questions to ask students during the art creation
process. A materials list is included in most lesson plans. Most lessons include
more than one art activity such as the "Art Informs History" lesson where
students first work on collages in the style of Picasso and Matisse and at a later
time use personal, cultural symbolism in the style of Romare Beardon to create
collages that speak of the student's individual culture.
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Art Criticism
Students are asked to judge art work using a list of tenns that are introduced
to during the lesson. Most lesson plans identify art criticism activities in the list of
objectives. Questions and strategies for meaningful discussions are included to
assist the teacher. An example of an art criticism activity from the "Art Informs
History" lesson involves engaging students in distinguishing between rural and
urban life and identifying visual symbols from Beardon's culture as well as their
own.
Art History
The amount of art history presented varies among the individual creators.
Some of the lessons, such as the "Integrating Art History and Art Criticism:
Printing with a Japanese Influence" offers more a more historically-based lesson
than the "Art Touches People in Our Lives." Art history activities are labeled in
the objectives of most lessons. Most cumculum units include works from a
number of cultures, combining them under a common theme or meaning.
Processes such as books, music, timelines, and maps involve students in the
study of art history.
Aesthetics
The Getty curriculum designates aesthetic activities. While basic in nature,
these activities may be helpful to novice teachers. An aesthetic-based activity in
"Art Touches Other People's Lives" involves a small group and discussion
questions that ask the students to talk about which emotion they think was
portrayed and why they feel the image was successful or not.
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Sequential Organization
All curriculum is sequentially organized, even the MAPS print series contains
sequentially-composed activities in the four disciplines. Teachers are given
outlines and suggestions of consecutive activities that naturally flow into each
other.
Developmental Appropriateness
All materials are labeled according to age-appropriateness. Lessons are
accessible and appropriate for primary-age children, and most lessons are
subdivided into grade levels. The materials increase in complexity according to
grade.
Cultural Inteoritv
The cultural integrity of the artists and works studied are honored. Most
curicula cautions against stereotyping and ethnocentricity. One lesson contains
the following recommendations;

It is important that stereotypes are not promoted in this lesson. For example,
all blacks were not poor laborers, even in the South. There was a black
middle-class in the 19th century, including doctors, lawyers, merchants,
clergy, writers, musicians, and others in the South and in the North. Romare
Beardon was raised in a middle-class family. The black middle-class
continues to flourish in today's society. (Tracy, 1997, pp. 2-3)
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Multicultural Content Level
The content level is operating at both Levels 3 and 4; however, DBAE
advocates and members of the Getty Institute are striving to move all of the
curricula up to at least Level 4 as indicated on the Getty web site and recent
mission statements. The reason for the fluctuation between the specific art
study focus and the reflection of cultural diversity as a whole varies between the
curriculum intent and expertise level of the individual curriculum writers.
Addresses
The Getty Center for Education in the Arts, P. O. Box 2112, Santa Monica,
CA 90407. Phone (310) 453-5352, fax (310) 453-7966
Web site: http://www.artsednet.getty.edu
Crizmac
Curricula
Lesson Units explore Australia, cross-cultural tribal design, cross-cultural
Milagros, Oaxaca, cross-cultural "Gente del Sol," Native Americans, Haiti, African
American art, and cross-cultural women artists.
Price Range and Adaptability
Comprehensive units range from $85 USD to $249 USD, depending on the
materials included in the packet. Smaller units vary from $12 USD to $56 USD.
Some larger units offer the option of buying an individual unit featuring a specific
artist or culture.
Audiovisual Resources
The more expensive units feature 17" x 22" reproductions, a VHS tape, and
in some instances actual samplings of works. Medium-priced units offer 10" x 12"
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prints, usually about five. Individual units offer one print in varying sizes. Also
offered are a number of art objects from around the world.
Art Production
Unit lessons normally contain 2-3 art activities. Studio processes contain
details on the concepts, materials, and creative processes for classroom
implementation. The studio projects are complex and require thought and skill.
An example of an art activity for the "Symbols of Hope: Milagros" unit lesson is
the creation of student-inspired milagros which are student-designed and require
learning a metal tooling process.
Art Criticism
A student booklet offers opportunities to explore different art criticism tools,
such as writing, small group work, reflection, and answering questions.
Vocabulary terms are included to help students In critiquing art. The "Images of
Commitment: 20''^ Century Women Artists" unit asks students to reflect on the art
wori< from women artists within their community and to parallel this with the
works from well-known women artists. Since this lesson is currently geared
towards upper primary and high school, actual reviews from art critics are
included along with a series of questions that ask the student to take on the role
of art critic.
Art History
The art history portion is comprehensive. Most lessons offer a VHS tape
containing interviews with the artist(s) and discussions of the history of the art
and culture(s) being studied. Many units feature narratives, such as the following
passage:
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From ancient Greece and Rome to the contemporary Americas, the delicate
craft of milagro-making has played an important role in many
cultures...Further exploration into the craft and its universal connections will
surprise students and help them to identify with the content. (Crizmac, p. 9)

Aesthetics
Students are engaged in aesthetic activities through classroom discussions,
activities, teacher-directed questions, and student workbooks. Pluralistic ideas
and viewpoints are explored, such as the art's role in culture and society, the
concept of individual aesthetic standards, and use of aesthetics in conjunction
with local artists. The aesthetic content of the curricula is competent and easily
teachable. Included in most curriculum units is a teacher's guide offering
questions and activities to provide information on aesthetic content and portfolio
assessment, and tools that support Goals 2000 priorities (Crizmac, 1996).
Seauential Orcanization
Units feature a teacher's guide to plan cohesive classroom strategies. Video
tapes, formatted into multiple subject sections, are divided into viewing times of
12-22 minutes. Student booklets contain specific sequential sections that may be
easily adapted or omitted. Unit construction allows teachers to control the
desired number of class periods of instruction time.
Developmental Appropriateness
All materials are labeled according to broad age ranges. Lessons are
accessible and appropriate for designated grade levels; however, eariy primaryage curriculum may require adaptation and simplification. While broad age
range labels make the curriculum more cost effective, it is a disadvantage for
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younger children who in such cases as the Haitian unit (designed for grades 612) receive less age-appropriate material than the high school age audience.
Cultural Integrity
The cumculum employs a strict standard to avoid linguistic bias and to
accurately represent cultures, artists, and art authenticity. Stereotypes and
ethnocentric issues are identified, such as the following passage directed to the
teacher: "...with a name like Australian Dreaminas you may be thinking of
boomerangs and wallabies. Chances are that your students conjure up those
very same images. Get ready to surprise them with something more" (Crizmac,
p. 3).
Multicultural Content Level
Curricula content for lesson units consistently operates at Level 4 with
holistic aspects which teach cultural and social diversity. The cross-cultural
functions of art are addressed, and students are asked to compare and contrast
concepts, such as aesthetics with a global perspective. However, the use of
singular lessons within the unit could result in a Level 3 or infusion approach.
Most of the units are designed to be used consecutively in order to allow
students to relate to the unit being studied and build a knowledge of the variety
of cultures and/ or art works that occur within each unit.
Addresses
Crizmac, P. O. Box 65928, Tucson, AZ 85728-5928. Phone (800) 913-8555,
fax (520) 323-6194.
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Art Image Publications
Curricula
Only one unit of cumculum, Art First Nations: Tradition and Innovation, is
offered at present. The unit explores the culture and art of peoples in North
America: the Southwest, Arctic, Eastern Woodlands, Plains, and Northwest
Coast.
Price Ranoe and Adaptability
The elementary kit is $115.90 USD. An optional reproducible student book is
$4.95 USD.
Audiovisual Materials
The "First Nations" kit contains 20 art prints laminated on both sides and
measuring 18 x23".
Art Production
The curriculum offers numerous activities. Company literature says, "Art
experiences in a variety of media: drawing, painting, collage, sculpture, clay,
printmaking, and mixed media" (Art Image, p. 8). Students are asked to explore a
seeing-and-making approach to assure understanding. One such art activity
involves students interpreting their own personal "mask" and creating it using
mixed-media materials with a focus on common materials found within their
environment.
Art Criticism
The subject of aesthetics is introduced, and the curriculum is primarily aimed
at the student's self-evaluation. More information would help the novice teacher
of art criticism. A glossary of terms and cultural resources is included. Students
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are asked to view and eventually distinguish the art work and culture from the
five major groups on which this curriculum focuses.
Art Histon^
Storytelling, including biographical and comprehensive cultural information,
teaches students about cultural art histories past and present. Lessons are
enriched by integrating other cultural subjects, such as social studies and
creative writing. Each of the five cultures or areas being studied includes a
separate map and list of temris. Each culture is explored individually and then
students are asked to relate the groups to each other and eventually to their own
cultural history.
Aesthetics
Of the four disciplines in "First Nations" cumcula, aesthetics is most lacking
in activities and resources for the teacher. By adapting the featured compareand-contrast activity, however, more dimension can be added to the existing
aesthetic activities.
Sequential Organization
The lesson plan is easy to follow and teach. It starts by focusing on the
individual cultures of five different groups of Native Americans and then allows
students to compare and contrast these groups with each other. The student is
asked to build upon the individual knowledge of the cultures and then to reflect
upon his or her own in the creation of art works and discussion.
Developmental Appropriateness
The curriculum has been specially designed for students in the elementary
grades, but is also available for intermediate grades. The student wori<book is
appropriate both for elementary-grade and intemnediate-grade levels.
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Cultural Integrity
Respect, consideration, and authenticity have been given to cultural
language, historical accuracy, and artistic innovation and how they interplay into
the larger roles of these cultures individually and as a whole. The curriculum is
tolerant and respectful of pluralism.
Multicultural Content Level
The cumculum achieves a high Level 3 for content. While the cunriculum
aims at allowing students a cross-geographical view of North America's native
people, it does not bridge the cross-cultural gap to achieve a Level 4
perspective. Note: This is the company's first venture into publishing
multicultural curriculum.
Addresses
Art Image Publications, P. O. Box 568, Champlain, NY 12919. Phone: (800)
361-2598, fax (800) 559-2598.
Davis Publications
Curricula
Discovering African Art. Discovering Native American Art and Discovering
Oceanic Art constitute the publisher's total multicultural art curriculum offerings
which are really more useful as supplementary resources rather than
comprehensive curriculum. The company features a number of classroomoriented books: Jacob Lawrence, rural American painter William Sidney Mount,
storytellers of the Cochiti Pueblo, and women artists in Westem history.
Price Range and Adaotabilitv
The Discovering Series costs $14.95 USD, while the cultural books geared
toward the classroom range from $16.95 USD to $24.95 USD. Visual slide sets
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may be purchased for $40 USD and up, depending upon the subject matter and
number of slides.
Audiovisual Resources
The Discovering Series books offer from 24-30 black-and-white illustrations
within the text. The classroom resource books offer 70-250 illustrations bound
into the text, about half in color.
Art Criticism
A number of quality art criticism activities are included in the cum'culum.
"Objects which represent African artists from different times, regions, and ethnic
groups challenge common notions and encourage a reexamination of African art
and culture" (Davis, 1996, p. 29). Students are asked to critique the different
techniques of activities such as weaving and to understand the particular uses of
color and pattern in the Native American resource book.
Art Historv
A timeline is offered on each culture, and experts in the cultural field have
authored the text and supplemental material. The historical presentation reflects
rich cultural and artistic traditions continuing up to the present day. African
includes the role of how current African art relies on the traditions and symbols of
the past but still reflects modem day qualities and the transformation of the
culture.
Aesthetics
Students begin each examination with a profile of the artist or the skills
involved, before exploring the piece's function and its meaning in the artist's
community. From examining the works of very diverse nations, students gain
appreciation for diversity, while also recognizing the common reverence for
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natural materials, connection to the spiritual realm, and emphasis on
geometric, abstract, and figurative designs. (Davis, 1996, p. 28)
Questions asked of students include applying the social significance to art works
and how some artists include lifestyles and geographic-specific items such as
yam dye into their work.
Sequential Organization
All of the books are divided into specific chapters which in the case of Native
American deals with separate Native American populations or geographic
locations. Students and teachers must systematically work through each chapter
of the books to eventually come to understand the individual cultures, how they
have evolved with time, and how the student can relate this information to their
own understanding of the cultures and the art they produce.
Developmental Appropriateness
The resources should be used only by upper elementary students. An
experienced teacher may be able to adapt the material for younger grade-school
students by shortening some of the chapter activities; however, the material is
best used for Its intended age group.
Cultural Intecritv
The publishers have enlisted superis cultural professionals to write lessons
geared toward the classroom environment which incorporate cultural aesthetics.
The level of respect is high, and the histories are comprehensive. The language,
history, and illustrations are accurate and extensive.
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Multicultural Content Level
The multicultural content level varies from Level 3 to Level 4 depending on
the use of individual chapters which focus on the singular-study approach or the
process of integrating the information of all of the chapters and some of the more
expansive summary chapters which allow for cross-comparison between the
cultures.
Addresses
Davis Publications, 50 Portland Street, Worcester, MA 01608. Phone (800)
533-2847, fax (508) 753-3834.
E-mail; davispub@aol.com

Crvstal Productions
Curricula
This unique publisher offers different approaches to multicultural cum'culum,
which is organized according to specific cultures, cross-cultural traditions, and
shared media and techniques. The shared media and technique kits are
advertised as one curriculum kit named "CLEAR." The curriculum discusses the
techniques of drawing, painting, collage, fibers/design, modeling/constructing,
and printmaking. Public sculpture, worid folk art, and other ideas are introduced
under the cross-cultural heading. Most of the offerings are in the areas of
specific culture, such as: "African-American Artists: Affimriation Today,"
"Hispanic Folk Art and the Environment," and "Latino Art & Culture in the United
States."
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Price Range and Adaptability
Price options start at $85 USD and go up to around $350 USD. The average
price of a comprehensive multicultural curriculum is $185 USD. A wide
assortment of visuals, films, and books supplement the curricula.
Audiovisual Resources
Each curriculum includes at least one videotape; most units include an
average of 15 slides, or 8.5" x 11" and 11"x 14" reproductions. All audiovisuals
are of high quality.
Art Production
All multicultural curricula units include relevant studio activities that build
upon art criticism, art history, and aesthetics. Students are encouraged to create
art work using the newly-acquired skills or processes, using the visuals as a
reference for their work. The "CLEAR" curriculum groups Western and nonWestern artists together in through shared mediums. An activity out of the
Cutting, Tearing, Folding, and Fastening lesson has students creating Haiku
books, polish paper cut-outs, and Matisse-like torn paper collages. Students are
asked to apply basic art skills to create art woric in a number of cultural styles
while still retaining their personal interpretation and symbolism.
Art Criticism
Art criticism is developed through a number of activities. Students view art
work from a variety of cultures and look for specific criteria. Students then
transfer the criteria to create and evaluate their own artwork. A comprehensive
teacher's guide offers questions, discussion topics, and activities. Crystal
curriculum is also geared to teach the basics of personal aesthetics which allow
for the appreciation of other cultures and the transference of this appreciation in
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a general sense even when the student may not have specifically studied the
culture. An example of this would be the "Hispanic Folk Art and the
Environment" unit where students leam about the influence of the environment
on these people and their art work. Students are taught to apply this knowledge
to a number of other cultures that value their natural environment as well.
Art History
The publisher relies on museums, such as the Smithsonian and the Museum
of International Folk Art, to supplement cultural explorations in order to glean a
more standardized and hopefully more accurate representation. An excerpt from
the World Folk Art curriculum is representative of how concepts are presented:
This program explores the meaning of folk art and how it has been passed down
through history within different cultures often tied by the thread of common
themes" (Crystal, p. 66). A video included with the units offers timelines,
geographical locations, artist interviews, explanations of detailed processes, and
artists' studios and working environments.
Aesthetics
Material included in videotapes is augmented by teacher-directed activities
from the teacher's guide. Aesthetics are also implemented in the art production
activity. As they create, students are reminded of the aesthetic criteria of artists
whose work they are studying. Students are taught what criteria is expected
within the art work of a particular group or culture, such as pottery design
elements of the Pueblos. The students are then asked to transfer this criteria
and adapt it to their own personal criteria for evaluating and creating work of their
own.
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Sequential Organization
The sequential organization is the publisher's strong point. Teacher's guide
books run from 40-100 pages in length to assure effective implementation of all
of the material. The publisher's goals are to provide "a sequential instructional
program to develop children's art production skills and provide experience in art
history, aesthetic judgment, and art evaluation" (Crystal, p. 40). Crystal's
cum'culum asks students to go through the process of acquiring a range of skills
and then building upon them as the units develops. Students can then adapt
these skills to learn using a cross-cultural manner.
Developmental Appropriateness
A coding system tells buyers the age level the products are designed for,
separating primary level curriculum into grades K-3 and 4-8. The curriculum may
be easily adapted, however, to other age levels. All activities are ageappropriate.
Cultural Integrity
The publisher is a model for producing cun^iculum with high cultural integrity,
providing unit outlines reflecting a pluralistic ari; perspective. Students and
teachers are presented with a variety of cultures whose art is portrayed precisely
and reliably. Authors have consulted with intemational art museums, such as the
International Folk Art Museum, to ensure accurate reproductions, thorough
historical research, and trustworthy content.
Multicultural Content Level
All cum'culum resource material is consistently at Level 4. Students are
taught the skills necessary to look at a variety of cultures and populations in
order to take on the roles of art historian, art critic, aesthetician, and artist.
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Addresses
Crystal Productions, Box 2159, Glenview, IL 60025-6159. Phone (800) 2558629, fax (800) 657-8149.
E-mail: crystal@interaccess.com
Supplementary Resources
All of the above-named producers of multicultural art education cum'cula
offer wide selections of supplementary art resources for the primary classroom.
Prices and quality vary, and the shopper should use the same criteria for
selection—effectiveness, cultural integrity, and price—as when purchasing
cumculum. The experienced teacher may find it desirable to create his or her
own curriculum to address unique needs. The art teacher can effectively create a
usable curriculum by purchasing a combination of art resources to supplement a
well-planned course containing the four disciplines. Finally, the experienced
teacher may also use effective planning techniques and strategies to adapt
existing multicultural curriculum for multiple uses.
An additional source for ideas in beginning to build a multicultural art
education curricula is art educator publications, such as School Arts and Arts &
Activities. Most of the curriculum ideas in these publications offer only a brief
fraction of a comprehensive curriculum plan. While many curriculum articles
have made great strides in establishing a pluralistic perspective within the last 10
years, most lessons offered operate at a Level 2 or Level 3, according to NAEA
content standards (Hansen, 1991; Chalmers, 1996).
A final suggestion for supplementary resources is buying slides and art
reproductions and creating an original curriculum. While this altemative is the
most cost-effective method, only the experienced teacher, or one with fornnal
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curriculum training, should undertake it. Companies that specialize in visual art
resources offer the most competitive prices and selections. Many companies
charge around $2.50 USD per slide and $10 USD for a 22" x 28" color
reproduction, with a minimum order of five or ten. Art Image, Crystal, and Davis
Publications all offer good selections of visual resources.
Overview of Multicultural Art Education Curricula and Resources
While each teacher knows what curriculum will meet the needs of his or her
particular classroom, the following evaluation of the multicultural art cuniculum
materials may prove as a starting point for those interested in implementing an
effective lesson. Using the criteria discussed in Chapter III, the aforementioned
companies have reasonably met most of the guidelines suggested by scholars in
the field.
The Getty Institute, while actively involved with co-producing curriculum with
Crystal, makes it clear that their current independent cumculum offerings are
only to be used as a resource and not an all inclusive plan for teachers to follow
to the word. The selections that are currently offered on the Internet have been
created by classroom teachers that decided to share their self-created lessons.
Davis Publication's supplementary resources should also be viewed in a
limited manner. While the books are informative, they do not represent a true,
comprehensive curriculum unit. Art Image Publications, while having a
comprehensive curriculum unit, is limited to the fact that they offer only one
multicultural art unit.
Crizmac and Crystal Publications offer a strong selection and the ability to
consistently provide quality and diversity in their curriculum offerings. Both
companies are actively working with art educators as well as keeping current on
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curriculum guidelines within the field on both a scholariy and nationally mandated
level. These two companies will hopefully continue to develop additional
cumculum that is useful to both the novice and experienced teacher. As
mentioned in the supplementary resource section, any of these cumculum units
and lessons can be added to and expanded to other cultures by additional
resources. An initial investment in a strong multicultural art curriculum can
provide the basis for adaptations and further use of the basics found within the
materials.
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Chapter V
Discussion and Conclusion
Implementing Effective Multicultural Art Education in the Classroom
The successful art education teacher should be able to (a) define the five
approaches to teaching multicultural art education, (b) apply them to cum'culum,
and (c) realize feasible classroom practices. A critical examination of art
education cum'cula, teacher and student biases, and classroom application is
essential. "Whether we like it or not, art educators are embarked on a process of
expansion of our definitions of art and the artist" (Hart, 1991, p. 157).
By acknowledging diverse historical and cultural traditions, multicultural art
education programs raise cultural awareness and strengthen cultural pride.
Critics claim the programs should also address contemporary social needs.
"Contemporary social needs have not yet figured strongly in most multi-cultural
art programs" (Nadaner, 1985, p. 51). Nadaner (1985) cited a study that
examined the impact of this failure to address current social and cultural issues
within a multicultural curriculum. The study reported that some multicultural
programs had resulted in unintended distancing of minority students from their
immediate needs and conflicts. Teachers' critical examination and reflection of
these theories, definitions, and implications are necessary for implementation of
effective multicultural art education programs.

Schools. Districts, and Professional Organizations'
Impact on Classroom Art Education
Most public school districts have mandated multicultural activities within art
cum'cula. A number of schools within these districts have prescribed
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comprehensive policies of the district recommendations. Most of these policies
consist of one-paragraph statements calling for some form of multicultural
cumcula, or resources, that celebrate diversity. Teachers have looked to their
professional organizations for guidance in sorting out the inundation of
recommendations. While many of these organizations suggested instructional
resources for classroom use, Zimmennan and Clark (1992) stressed that
"solutions to the problem of how to teach students from a multicultural point of
view are complex" (p. 1). Similarly, Colbert (1996) notes;

Guidelines of the NAEYC [National Association for the Education of Young
Children] suggest that teachers not ignore the differences between individual
children or expect children to adapt to the dominant culture. Further, the
guidelines point out that the lack of diversity in a group of children does not
justify the lack of a multicultural component in the curriculum, for it does not
address the fact that even these children live in a diverse society. These
guidelines suggest that...learning materials be evaluated for multicultural
content and gender balance, (p. 63)

Art educators interested in effectively addressing such guidelines face a
number of options, particularly the implications in the classroom. Teachers must
be able to distinguish universal student needs from individual student needs.
Other considerations include the objectives of the program as set by the teacher,
school, and district; student needs with respect to the program's agenda; and
teacher and staff expertise in implementing the program.
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Implications of Multicultural Art Education in the Classroom

Teaching art in a school district that has a widely diverse ethnic population, I
struggled with the dilemma of how to achieve balance in my use of artwork
examples from diverse artistic traditions. The increasingly common "add
non-Western works of art and stir" method, where examples of art that
follows traditions other than mainstream Western are slipped into the
existing art program, seemed to do little to help students appreciate or better
understand diverse artistic traditions. Even more troublesome, adding nonWestern artworks to a program based on Western artistic traditions seemed
to lead to serious distortions about the role of their works in their respective
cultures. (Ament, 1996, p. 105)

Classroom teachers who want to effectively adopt a multicultural art
curriculum can relate to Ament's sentiments. Therefore, some guidelines may
help art education teachers during the transition process of implementing an
effective multicultural art education curriculum.
• Know the language. The teacher's first step in choosing a multicultural art
education program is to become familiar with the vocabulary used by
multicultural theorists, which involves evaluating their underlying assumptions to
identify misconceptions.
• Learn to read critically. Teachers should understand the multicultural
literature by reading critically. Realistically, how much can be done in the school
and district settings? For example, for most teachers the first year in the
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classroom is probably not the best time to begin a reconstructionist overhaul of
cum'cular policies.
• Implement in ever-widening circles. What a teacher might do is identify
issues and needs in his or her classroom—Is the present cum'culum multicultural
on content and practice? Are there a variety of multicultural visual aids and
resources available for use? Are students learning skills to cope in a pluralistic
world?
After examining the classroom, a teacher may widen his or her concern to
include the quality and amount of multicultural resources in the school library or
district resource center. The teacher who has effectively achieved a multicultural
setting within his or her classroom and school is prepared to confront the district
as a whole. Sacca (1996) warned against the enthusiastic and conscientious
teacher who may unwisely try to alter an entire educational system by
introducing unfamiliar approaches, curricula, and practices during his or her first
year in a school. This may result in misperceptions by colleagues, parents, and
even community members that the teacher is not using "good" classroom
practices. The end result may be purposeful separation of the teacher from the
rest of the school, thereby defeating the teacher's initial purpose.
Classroom Art Resources for Teaching
from a Multicultural Perspective
"...commercial opportunism in the arts is not aimed solely at adults, but
extends also into the education of our children" (Swanger, 1993, p. 53).
While resources for free multicultural art education materials are accessible
to the art teacher, such as museums and similar institutions, the Internet, and
professional organizations—most other sources cost money! The wise teacher
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should keep this In mind when purchasing for the classroom. The teacher should
be alert when skimming material. Terzian (1993) urged teachers to closely
evaluate, for example, an introduction to Hispanic cultures which begins with
broad oversimplifications and cultural stereotypes such as the following:

Have you ever eaten an enchilada? Do you wear vibrant-colored woven
Guatemalan belts or sweaters? Have you tried to break open a pinata full of
candy? Well, then, you've experienced some of the fun and excitement of
cultural sharing! (p. 48)

Swanger (1993) criticized the curriculum content of some popular art
magazines used for classroom ideas. He argued that the majority of lesson
instructions are unimaginative, directive, and limiting, and in most cases the end
result cannot be considered art.
School Arts, a magazine of the highest quality of multicultural content, is still
not at a level where teachers can immediately implement its material in the
classroom. The publication's content quality has dramatically improved during
the last ten years, and publishers have begun addressing issues such as
multicultural language, historical and cultural connectedness, and material
integrity in addition to art production.
The Internet may become the teacher's most accessible resource as
personal computers proliferate in homes and classrooms. At present, a web
search for multicultural art curriculum produces many references; however, most
sites do not contain relevant information, and the majority of these are not
consistently high in quality.
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The Future Role of Multicultural Art Education

A defensible concept of multicultural arts education includes the
development of skills in understanding the social, cultural, and economic
contexts of the production and evaluation of art works of diverse cultures.
This concept goes beyond the limited assumptions that art merely reflects
the values, beliefs, and attitudes of a culture and, further includes
consideration of the inequitable social conditions which shaped ethnic
cultures and their cultural products. (Pankratz, 1987, p. 69).

Many multicultural advocates of the reconstructionist approach claim that
schools must completely reconstruct curricula to allow for the disintegration of
confining, autonomous, subject-based learning (Sleeter & Grant, 1987;
Freedman, 1994). These advocates call for an interdisciplinary approach that
allows students to learn holistically and contextually. This type of teaming would
include the study of art in relation to its role in other disciplines, such as science,
anthropology, and literature.
Most pedagogical theorists believe in the proposed benefits of multicultural
education. Proponents claim this comprehensive learning process will enable
students to instinctively place art in relation to its cultural and ethnic roles,
thereby eliminating the need for teachers to purposefully implement multicultural
perspectives into the curriculum. Multicultural perspective, they claim, would
come about naturally as a byproduct of the learning process.
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Multicultural education is a reformation committed to the recognition and
delineation of numerous cultural similarities and differences. Multicultural
education focuses on the potentially complex cultural differences in the
classroom between students and teachers (teacher as both delegate of
society and as delegate of one's own culture). Seen as such, multicultural
education becomes an effective tool for the dialectical democratizing of self
and society. (Heard, 1989, p. 17)

However, the current framework within the public school system in the United
States is not able to accommodate such changes. The most realistic approach
seems to be one of reflecting national, cultural, and ethnic diversity while
acknowledging the existing situation. The curriculum should be directed towards
the political and moral dimensions of the world and ask students to challenge
preconceptions. This philosophy seems to be most prevalent in the National Art
Education Association affiliate groups such as the Women's Caucus, the
Committee on Minority Concerns, and the United Society for Education Through
Art (Delacruz, 1992).

The future of effective multicultural art curricula depends upon the teacher's
ability to teach and the student's ability to learn the skills (Chanda, 1992; Collins
& Sandell, 1992). The multicultural education movement is in place within the
public educational system. The idea of teaching art and other disciplines from a
variety of cultural and ethnic viewpoints has been endorsed by most theorists,
schools, and teadhers. Art education literature, curricula, and classroom

resources are being created to address pluralism. In the words of Delacruz
(1996).

The school curriculum is where theory is translated into practice. It is here,
the area of actual curriculum development, that efforts must be directed if
theory is to be implemented. And it is here that much work needs to be
done. (p. 73)

The groundwork for multicultural art education has been laid. It is up to art
educators to accept the challenge of implementing cumculum that will teach
students the skills and appreciation of living in a pluralistic society. Putting
theory into practice is one of the hardest things to accomplish; but, having the
right tools to begin with helps the process.
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